
BIOSOLV HD SPECIAL
DISSOLVES - REMOVES - RELEASES - LUBRICATES - RENEWS - PROTECTS LONG

Multifunction product based on innovative bio-solvents, recommended to be used in a wide range of 
industrial and professional applications, because of its excellent features. Characterized by a deep wetting 
power and detergent, low volatility, it makes easier and safer any cleaning operations.
Suitable in any case in which the operator is subject to prolonged and continuous exposure over time.

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION FIELDS:

GRINDING WORKSHOPS

MACHINING TOOLS

CAR/TRUCK/MOTORBIKES
SERVICE GARAGES
INDUSTRY OF IRON AND 
STEEL MACHINING

HIGHLY BIODEGRADABLE    NON TOXIC    NON FLAMMABLE    SAFE    EFFICIENT
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The picture shows a mild steel tube, after one week from application of 
BIOSOLV HD, exposed to the weather conditions and continuos raining:

PROTECTION RESULTS
ON MILD STEEL

-Easily removes/melts acryl paints, plastics like ABS and PVC. 
 PEHD is safe.
-In case of following painting of the parts after degreasing, 
 we recommend to use BIOSOLV HD 6/1, which prvides a weaker 
 protection layer, easier to remove.

CHARACTERISTICS

BIOSOLV    The New Generation Bio Degreasers

DISSOLVES

RELEASES

REMOVES

Effectively dissolves rust and graphite

It permits to release old oxidized bolts, nuts, tools, pliers, scissors. 
Excellent alternative to the aerosol looseners, 
just wet the part to be released, wait some minutes the product’s action,
then try to moove/loosen.

Easily removes greases and oils even if carbonized

IT RESPECTS...

ANTI-SEIZE LUBRICANT
Ideal to lubricate with anti-seize effect any mechanical coupling, 
hinges, guides, screws, etc.

RENEWES
Renewes any part of engines which is encrusted, effectively
dissolving carbonized oils and greases.
Ideal as a pre-treatment of parts to be cleaned in wash machines/basins 
with biologic detergent; ideal for cleaning blocked injectors.

PROTECTS LONG
Protects steel and cast iron machined parts from oxidation, rust and corrosion.
Prevents dispersion electric currents. Long lasting thanks of its slow volatility.

It can be used as pre-treatment product, helping to 
dissolve incrustations, with parts washing 
machines/basins even using biologic detergent.

ENVIRONMENT
BIOSOLV HD Special is highly biodegradable and water insoluble: 
it quickly separates from the rinse water, floating on the top toghether with 
waste oils and greases. In this way it will be easy to collect by waste water 
treatment plants.

USER
BIOSOLV HD Special, unlike common use's solvents, is not toxic, 
nor causes cancer. The only recommendation is to use protection gloves 
and googles to protect eyes and hands from irritation.

HANDLING
BIOSOLV HD Special is not flammable and is ready for use 
(no further dilution needed).

THERMO HYDRAULIC SERVICE

COMPETITION, 2T engines,
go kart and motorbikes


